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The Toughest Question Your Prospects Will Ever Ask You & How to Answer It 

Without Losing Business 
 

Which question from your prospects and customers scares you the most? 

 

If you are like most business owners we work with, you will probably answer: 

 How much does it cost? 

 Can I get a discount? 

 Why should I choose you and not your competitor? or 

 Can you provide a guarantee? 

 

While all of these are intimidating and sometimes difficult to overcome, they all have one 

positive thing in common – your prospect is giving you a signal that she is interested in buying 

from you but she needs for you to help her overcome her objection.  She has already started 

to think about trying your product/service but she is unsure about at least one aspect. 

 

And for that reason – you can take those questions as a sign that a sale is in fact still possible. 

 

However, the question that should frighten you more than any other because it is by far the 

worst one that you get from your audience is – Can I have some time to think about it? 

 

Thinking is counter-productive to deciding. Whenever you put your prospect into a position 

where they have gone into the thinking part of their brain, you will not get a decision.  

Thinking takes place in one part of your brain (the neo-cortex), while deciding happens 

much more quickly (and automatically) in your old or “reptilian” brain. 

 

Let’s examine where you went wrong... 

 

The biggest part of your brain is the neo cortex.  It is the last thing that forms in the womb and 

it lights up when we listen to music, look at colours, speak, read and process numbers.  If you 

ever hear people talking about right vs. left brain thinking, they are talking about the neo 

cortex.  In a nutshell – this part of your brain THINKS.   

So when your customer says “I need to think about it” this part of the brain is firing up and 

looking for data.  This uses up tons of her brain energy and prolongs the decision making 

process.  So, if you want to drag out the process of getting your customer to decide or 

compete on price, you want to make sure that your customer has to us this part of her brain.  

Make sure you give your customer lots of BIG words, numbers, graphs, lists of features and 

benefits, talk about your competitors and how you stack up next to them – and your 

customer will NOT decide <that is guaranteed> buts he will do a whole lot of thinking and 

take up more of your valuable time and energy in the process. 

If you want to get your customer to decide, you must tailor and deliver your message to her 

old (reptilian brain).  It lights up even before she has conscious awareness that she has made 

a decision.  Now, while it is very true that this is the most primitive part of her brain, the good 

news is that it is very predictable.  By understanding how this part of the brain works, you will 

never again bore and overwhelm your customers AND you will never again be lured into the 

trap of having your audience tell you that they need to think about it.   

How will you do this?  By understanding how this part of your customer’s brain works, you can 

help her to use the least amount of mental energy in processing your message which means 

that she will make quicker decisions.  It is important to remember that unlike the neo-cortex 

(the thinking part of her brain), this part right of her brain is automatic – it does not think, it 
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only DECIDES and ACTS.  It is always at work scanning her environment looking for 

information of value to her survival.  In order to avoid having your customers ask for time out 

to think about whether they need your product/service, you need to grab their attention up 

front quickly, deliver your strongest claim first and show her how your solution is going to solve 

her primary source of pain. 

 


